
Why HotDocs?

The Global Leader in Document Assembly

Award-Winning Technology

HotDocs’ efforts have been rewarded with a range of awards for technology and business 
growth, including recognition by leading industry analyst Gartner as a Cool Vendor and Best 
of Breed technology in the Enterprise Content Management (ECM) space.

The HotDocs team were pioneers of document assembly in the late 1980s and early 1990s, 
taking what started as a university research project and bringing it successfully to market.

Fast forward almost twenty five years and HotDocs is the market leader, worldwide, in 
document automation technology.  All those years of experience of working with clients 
across multiple industries has enabled HotDocs to routinely apply real life customer 
feedback to product development; a practice that has contributed to HotDocs’ position as 
the most powerful and functional document assembly software around.

HotDocs is the most established and sophisticated 
document assembly solution available.
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Return on Investment

Almost every organisation, large or small, creates documentation and invests time and 
resources to make sure that these are accurate and deliver what is needed for the 
business.  What are the benefits of automating this process using HotDocs?

 Reduced Risk – human error is minimised, decreasing the opportunity for costly  
 mistakes within documents
 Enhanced Compliance – internal and external rules and regulations can be built in to  
 ensure compliance
 Operational Efficiencies – time and money savings are an immediate advantage of  
 using  HotDocs

Once time has been invested in transforming documents into dynamic templates, HotDocs 
brings immediate ROI by saving time and money, increasing accuracy and improving 
output rate.  All answer data from a HotDocs interview can be re-used multiple times for 
subsequent documents.

1. Take any document, form or set of  
 documents used in your organisation

2. Use the HotDocs authoring tool to  
 convert into a dynamic template

3. For each new document, enter data 
 either via an intelligent HotDocs interview 
 or automatically through integration with  
 another business data source

4. HotDocs assembles the finished,  
 perfectly formatted document 
 in seconds
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Reap the Benefits

The process of turning frequently used documents into dynamic HotDocs templates is 
straightforward:
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